MANUSCRIPT AMENDMENTS
TO BE MOVED ON CONSIDERATION OF COMMONS AMENDMENTS

[Supplementary to the Marshalled List]

[Amendments marked * are new or have been altered]

After Clause 32
LORD LLOYD OF BERWICK
[As an amendment to Commons Amendment 24]

24B★ Lord Lloyd of Berwick to move, as an amendment to the motion that this House do agree with the Commons in their Amendment 24, leave out “agree” and insert “disagree”.

After Schedule 14
LORD TAYLOR OF HOLBEACH
[As an amendment to Commons Amendment 131]

131BA★ Line 29, at end insert—
“Small-scale blogs
7A A person who publishes a small-scale blog.”

After Schedule 16
LORD LLOYD OF BERWICK
[As an amendment to Commons Amendment 136]

136D★ Lord Lloyd of Berwick to move, as an amendment to the motion that this House do agree with the Commons in their Amendment 136, leave out “agree” and insert “disagree”.
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